Panjwai Residents Worried about Closed Schools
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Taliban Rocket Kills 2, Injures 4 Others in Kunar

Kabul Eagles Clinches 2016 Sphageza League T20 Title

KABUL - Kabul Eagles beat M.I Amaan Knights by 31 runs in the final of the Sphageza league T20 match played at Kabul International Cricket Stadium in Arwad.

After winning the toss M.I Amaan decided to bat first and Kabul Eagles won the toss and decided to bat first.

M.I Amaan openers batsmen gave their team a good start on which one down Nawroz Mangal and Wahidullah Shafiq constructed a conducive partnership and helped their side to convert double figures to three figures score.

The Kabul Eagles’ Badsh Khan did not let

Kabul Eagles clinched the 2016 Sphageza league T20 title.
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